
The Missing Piece in Converged, 
Hyperconverged, and Integrated 
IT Solutions

Safe Shipping, Fast Deployment, and Enhanced 
Solutions with Cisco + APC by Schneider Electric
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To learn how to speed deployment and reduce risk, 
contact your APC by Schneider Electric representative.

Cisco and APC by Schneider Electric deliver a pre-validated shipping solution that allows complete 
integration and safe shipping of  Cisco UCS to your site or a colocation site for immediate 
plug-and-play—no added installation, setup, or downtime.

Who is APC?
Certainty in a 
Connected World

Safely load, transport, unload, and deploy a cabinet with 
up to 2,000 lb. (907 kg) of  IT equipment installed!

• Expanded solutions offerings for greater customer 
satisfaction and profitability.

• Outage prevention with intelligent monitoring, managing, and 
controlling of  the integrated solution

• Risk-free transport

• Fast deployment 

• Better system infrastructure flexibility without 
impacting time to market
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All-in-one 
Hyperconverged

fully converged physical IT infrastructure with rack, PDU, UPS, 
and security/environmental monitoring

• Leverage converged & hyperconverged reference designs or Micro Data Center Xpress bundled offer

• Tried and tested NetShelter SX IT cabinet platform with over 10 years and one million units sold

• Available globally as standalone or converged system solution

• Tested to latest ISTA 3E shipping standards 

• Certified to Cisco’s high shipping and transportation standards

• Impact- & vibration-resistance during integration/transport

Added features:

• Easy installation, integration, configuration – Easy-to-remove/reassemble shock packaging 

• Added load support – Robust equipment fastening system

• Smooth maneuverability – Durable, heavy-duty casters 

• Complete rack stability – Cabinet elevation/pallet brackets 

• Safe cabinet removal – Onboard ramp, built-in rails, & fixed rear casters 

• Outer protection – Complete outer wrap & protective inserts 

• Flexible sizing – Multiple sizes for high-density applications

Converged infrastructures are high-value investments which will 

deliver ROI in the form of  reduced risk and increased efficiency over 

the course of  their lifetimes. For even greater efficiences, speeding 

deployment means pre-racking and shipping these systems. Loss or 

damage to even a single rack can run up 

to a million dollars or more. The missing 

piece in a converged solution is an 

intelligent infrastructure that ensures safe 

shipping and fast deployment, to protect 

the IT investment and time to market.

As the demand for data and accessible information continues to become 
more critical to businesses, IT professionals are facing challenges and 
opportunities in their businesses and technology solutions. APC by 
Schneider Electric creates solutions that help IT professionals anticipate and 
protect their most valued assets: information and data. As the industry leader 
in integrated physical infrastructure and software, APC creates reliable 
solutions that provide Certainty in a Connected World.

Why APC?
APC’s proven industry leadership and collaborative technology provide integrated solutions for the 
transformation of  IT. With the largest community of  IT partners, these solutions enable connectivity, 
reliability, and accessibility through simplified delivery and expert services.

apc.com/cisco-alliance


